
Decrease infrastructure costs 
significantly by eliminating 
your investment in hardware, 
software and the ongoing 
maintenance of an on-premises 
solution 

Boost ROI by reaping the 
benefits of streamlined tasks, 
timely and accurate business 
information and operational 
efficiency across all critical 
business areas  

Improve scalability with 
a flexible service space that 
can automatically adapt to 
your firm’s strategic visibility, 
profitability, and growth 

For more information on 3E Cloud, 
contact your Elite account representative. 

Access the latest feature 
set to benefit from ongoing 
product enhancements  

Count on industry-leading 
Microsoft security, including 
physical and digital protection 
and the encryption of client and 
firm data, whether in the office 
or on the go 

Increase control of where 
your data is stored by 
leveraging flexible data 
residency options 

Seamlessly integrate our 
technology with your existing 
systems and processes and 
mitigate efficiency barriers

Cloud computing is on the rise and shows no signs of slowing down. 
Businesses everywhere are realising the benefits that subscription-
based cloud applications can provide, including improved 
scalability, cost savings, and faster ROI. As part of our commitment 
to providing our clients with the latest technology, Thomson Reuters 
Elite is excited to offer 3E® Cloud. 
 
3E Cloud offers an Elite-managed cloud environment using 
the Microsoft® Azure® platform, the industry standard for both 

innovation and security. Now you can decrease your infrastructure 
costs and on-premises hardware purchases, while gaining the 
flexibility that allows you to scale up or down depending on your 
firm’s needs. In addition, you benefit from immediate access to the 
latest features through automated upgrades. With 3E Cloud, you 
can be sure your applications are always working and be confident 
your investment will stand the test of time.

Now available  
on the Cloud 
Improve scalability, reduce costs,  
and drive long-term efficiency and  
growth from anywhere. 3E Cloud is  
a true Software as a Service (SaaS)  
financial management solution for  
law firms. It offers a managed cloud  
environment using the Microsoft® Azure® platform,  
the industry standard for innovation and security. 

Key  
benefits of 
3E Cloud



3E Billing   

Provides easily configurable billing 
processes to match the way your firm 
works and streamlines the billing 
operations to create efficiencies. 

3E Templates

The advanced automated data 
transformation design of 3E Templates 
transforms data from your 3E system 
into a variety of document formats (e.g., 
proformas, invoices, checks). 

3E Accounts Payable  

Works in conjunction with other financial 
management system components to 
effectively monitor and control cash 
outlays, manage suppliers, manage bank 
and client accounts…and more! 

3E General Ledger   

Provides flexible and powerful 
capabilities to efficiently manage 
financial transactions and reporting 
for firms using cash and accrual-based 
accounting methods worldwide. 

3E Financial Reporting

Offers standard templates within Excel® 
available for you to build your own 100% 
configurable and firm-specific reports. 
You can take what you like and modify 
what you don’t.

3E Data Insights

Provides rich, persona-based visual 
analytics using a self-service model 
that lets you create and view actionable 
insights from configurable reports and 
dashboards.

For more information on 3E Cloud, 
contact your Elite account representative. 

3E Workspace   

Delivers a unified experience that enables 
business management functionality and 
business-critical data to be viewed in 
a single, intuitive user experience from 
anywhere, including mobile. 

3E Conflicts

Offers powerful search capabilities using 
Elasticsearch in combination with built-in 
New Business Intake workflow. Includes 
automatic handling for ethical wall and 
confidential data.

3E Collections

Delivers capabilities for managing 
the collection of overdue invoices 
by automating collection process 
steps, tracking communications, and 
monitoring payment terms.

3E Records   

Complete life cycle records management 
of physical files, as well as other 
electronic information, is available from a 
unified interface. 

eBillingHub

Streamline your entire billing process 
and accelerate cash flow. Designed 
specifically for law firms to send 
electronic billing invoices to their clients.

3E Image Connect

Process and transmit scanned images to 
pre-selected network folders for storage, 
including TIFF and PDF image files.

3E Cloud Features


